
Choosing the right small trailer for your needs 
 
Tent campers and pop-up owners usually start looking at hard-shell trailers because they’ve had 
enough of sleeping on the ground, they’re tired of the hassle of putting up a tent trailer day after 
day on a long trip, or they want to be able to access their fridge and facilities while on the road. 
If this sounds like you but you don’t want to invest in a truck or large SUV as your tow vehicle, 
there’s still hope. But you need to give some serious thought to what you want, what you need, 
and what you can afford. In a perfect world, these three considerations will align.  
 
Clearly your options are limited, but not as much as you might think. There are several 
manufacturers, styles and models to choose from among trailers weighing less than 2,000 
pounds, but to find the one that’s right for you, you will want to give some serious thought to 
what features are most important to you. 
 
One thing you might consider is how many beds you need and how big they need to be. Since 
smaller trailers often have bunk beds to save space, you should ask yourself if you’re 
comfortable having one of your little ones sleeping five or more feet off the floor. Many modern 
fibreglass trailers are modeled on the Bolers and Trilliums of the 1970s, and have an option for 
bunk beds at the front end beside the door.  
 
In fact, if you come across a vintage model in good condition, it might be worth the price to snap 
it up; it would cost a lot less than a new one, and if you take care of it, you stand a good chance 
of selling it someday for close to what you paid for it. But do some homework first to make sure 
you’re getting good value for your money. What to look for in evaluating the condition of a 
vintage fibreglass trailer is worth a whole article all by itself. 
 

 
The Scamp is typical of the fibreglass trailers on the market  
today. Vintage Bolers and Trilliums upon which they are  
modeled are in high demand as well. 
 
Speaking of beds, the overhead cupboard in a Taylor Coach can fold open into a bunk, but you 
give up valuable storage space when using it for sleeping. That said, it’s comfortable enough 
and it’s as long as the grown-up bed, which is right underneath. If you do go this route, your 



child has to either be big enough and dexterous enough to get up there on their own, or small 
enough to be placed up there by Mom or Dad.  
 
Although both types are very lightweight, there are some differences aside from looks between 
the Boler-type trailer and Taylor Coach, which is a popular niche brand that only sells direct 
from the factory and has a significant waiting list for new models. Taylor Coaches all have a 
higher ceiling, which provides a more comfortable living experience for taller users. Most Taylor 
coaches up to 15 feet have their door in the rear rather than the side, which provides a different 
kind of interior configuration. They are, to some extent, customizable when ordering from the 
factory and are much lighter than they look. Because the family-owned Taylor Coaches are 
well-made and in limited quantities, they tend to keep their resale value. The Taylor family is 
also very engaged with their owner community, and happily provide useful advice to both new 
and resale owners. 
 

 
Taylor Coach comes in lengths and weights  
ranging from 8 feet (750 lbs) to 24 feet (2,800 lbs) 
 
Another consideration is whether you need a bathroom in your trailer. Many models do offer this 
option, but it adds extra weight, costs a bit more, and takes up space that could be put to other 
uses, like storage. You might be able to get away with a portable chemical toilet that can be 
hidden under the table or in a closet when not in use. There are challenges with both of these 
choices. A permanent toilet requires maintenance, regular cleaning with approved chemicals 
and deodorizers, and access to a dump station or sewage at your campsite. A portable toilet 
must also be cleaned and, although you don’t need to bring your entire trailer to the dump 
station, you do have to put the toilet (which is heavy when full) into your trunk to take it to the 
dump station. 
 
If you don’t feel you need a toilet inside your trailer, you might want to consider a classic 
teardrop design. These trailers are typically little more than beds on wheels, often with an 
outdoor galley in back.  



 
Little Guy manufactures classic-styled teardop trailers with bed,  
storage and entertainment centre inside and full galley in the rear.  
Many smaller manufacturers also build them from classic vintage  
designs. 
 
That said, teardops are getting more and more luxurious by the day. You can now expect them 
to come with an entertainment system, storage space and extra-thick mattress, as well as a 
door on each side so you don’t have to climb over each other to get in and out of bed. The 
galley will have a propane or electric stove, sink with water hookup and possibly even a fridge. 
The classic teardrop design is approximately the same height as a sedan or small SUV and 
weighs in at well under 1,500 pounds. Among their drawbacks are low ceilings, nowhere to dry 
off before sitting on the bed after coming in out of the rain, and an outdoor galley that is exposed 
to the elements. Pros are low weight and very little wind resistance, making them very 
economical to pull. 
 
Almost any hardshell trailer will offer a fridge, but not necessarily a freezer. If you like to prepare 
meals ahead of time, or you can’t bear the thought of hitting the hay without your daily dose of 
Ben & Jerry’s, this might be an issue. Before you buy, check out what options are available in 
the fridge department, and find out for yourself how big or small the various displacements 
available really are. Some manufacturers only offer one size of fridge on their smaller models, 
and it’s often not a very big one. 
 
Frequently in a trailer of this size you will have to take apart the bed to use the table and 
vice-versa, so you have to decide how important it is to have a bed or a table available at all 
times. If the weather is nice you might prefer to eat outside anyway, but you can’t always count 
on sunshine over the course of a long trip. Thankfully, there are some exceptions. Most 
fibreglass trailers have the option of a separate dinette at the front instead of a bench or bunk 
beds. This works well for couples traveling without children. Taylor Coach models 14 feet or 
longer will have a dinette as well.  
 
There are a few niche brands that combine head-turning style with function, if admiring looks 
are important to you. One of these is Hélio, a Québec-based company that makes 
non-traditional full-sized teardrop trailers with a distinctly modern look to them. They market 
themselves as the lightest full-size fibreglass travel trailers on the market, starting at less than 
1,200 pounds. Their smallest trailer, the HE3 Series, starts at a startling 389 pounds and can be 



pulled by a touring-style motorcycle, but you’re giving up any amenities except for a bed with 
those weight savings. 
 

 
The Hélio’s monocoque fibreglass designs provide even greater weight  
savings than traditional fibreglass trailers. Unfortunately, the small HE3  
Series has no galley.  
 
A company called nuCamp is now making the stylish T@B and T@G series of oversized 
teardrop trailers. Similar to the Hélio, these models come in a modified teardrop shape that is 
tall enough to stand up in. The T@G has an outdoor galley while the T@B is slightly larger with 
a kitchenette inside. It also comes with an optional bathroom. Neither model has a separate 
dinette so you have to either fold the bed into a table or eat outdoors. 
 
Another popular lightweight is the ProLite series, made in Saint Jerome, Quebec. Prolites have 
earned a following due to their low cost and weight. Like the aforementioned Taylor Coach, 
Prolites are much lighter than they look and come in a variety of styles and sizes. They cost less 
than many trailers in this class, with a spartan decor to match the price tag. 
 
No matter what you choose, you should consider making sure you are as safe as possible while 
towing your hard shell trailer. The rule of thumb is that if your trailer is more than half as heavy 
as your vehicle’s tow rating you should have trailer brakes. Brakes require a seven-pin electrical 
connection (as opposed to a four-pin), and a brake controller in your vehicle. Even with brakes, 
your stopping distance, acceleration, and maneuverability are all compromised when pulling a 
trailer, even a small one. So if you’re not accustomed to trailering, you might have to learn to 
live with the limitations that driving with one imposes.  
 
The higher profile of non-teardrops means crosswinds can be a problem. This can be mitigated 
by purchasing some kind of sway-control device. There are different types available, but for a 
small trailer, you don’t need anything too complicated. Your RV dealer will be happy to sell you 
one and set up your trailer and hitch to accommodate it.  
 



 
A basic sway-control system such as this  
one by Curt will help to keep your car-trailer 
combination aligned for less than $100.  
 
You should also be mindful of your trailer’s tongue weight (this tells you how much of the 
trailer’s weight will actually be resting on your vehicle’s trailer hitch), and what your vehicle is 
rated for. You can find the tongue weight of your trailer in the specifications section of each 
manufacturer’s website, and you can usually get your tow rating and maximum tongue weight in 
the owner’s manual of your tow vehicle. 
 
Finally, be aware that you will be using more gas to pull your trailer. How much more depends 
on how much power your tow vehicle has to begin with, the height of your trailer, and the height 
of your vehicle. Wind-resistance can sometimes be a more significant driver of gas consumption 
than weight alone. On the other hand, if your car usually uses 7 l/100km, and pulling a trailer 
ramps that up to 12 or 13 litres, it’s better than using that much gas all year long when you only 
need that power for a few weeks in the summer. 
 
The market for lightweight trailers continues to grow, as does the number of models available, 
and this article is far from exhaustive. The important thing is to do your research, including 
owner reviews, figure out what would work for you and what features you cannot live without, 
and start shopping. 


